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Our Purpose

Launch
PlatinumDEX
DApp August
2020

Build zero carbon
digital
infrastructure

Host in DIGITAL
FORTRESSES with
world best
security Level 4+

Deploy
remittance
payment and
secure custodial
service

DLT & Blockchain
JV’s building on
our AI, ML and
security expertise

IaaS, & SaaS
across multiple
jurisdictions &
verticals,

The Problem
Poor Security – money and
data theft

Global warming ICT
responsible for 3.7% of ALL
global emissions

Poor Customer Service

Bad Governance

Lack of Readiness for
Regulations

Corporations dealing with
digital assets are opaque by
design

Located in Tax Havens –
medium to long term
prognosis poor

Security
Crypto related fraud and theft resulted in $4.4 Billion loss in 2019 – Cipher Trace

“It is a reminder the fragility of the
infrastructure in such a nascent
industry!

Charles Hayter – CEO & Founder
CryptoCompare August 2016

“These vendors lack regulatory
oversight, minimum capital standards
and don’t provide consumer protect
against loss or theft”
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Small Business April 2,
2014

Bad Governance
CipherTrace revealed that, with only seven
months left for nations to pass laws and virtual
asset service providers (VASPs) to comply with
the guidelines, the majority of exchanges are not
equipped to handle basic KYC, let alone comply
with the stringent new funds “Travel Rule”
included in the updated FATF guidance.
The research results revealed that the lion’s
share—more than two-thirds—of exchanges do
not have good KYC. The breakdown of the
ratings shown in the chart are as follows:

We have the Solution

Our DIGITAL FORTRESSES are designed
from the outset to stop the outside hacker
and the so-called ‘inside’ job. Our security
practitioners will ensure that transfers are
safe, that our custodial services are as
impervious to bad actors as is possible and
that our clients can trust us. We will provide
custodial insurance for the wealth that is
entrusted to us.

Our business will be managed and run to
the highest ethical standards and comply
with current and forthcoming legislation.
PlatinumDEX will set the standard by which
other banking and digital asset remittance
companies will be judged by.

We will build a global network of
renewable powered zero-carbon DIGITAL
FORTRESS Data Centres hosting a new
digital infrastructure.
Our commitment to a zero-carbon network
will enable our clients to choose an
environmentally responsible technological
partner and contribute to a reduction in
CO2.

Accountability, adherence to compliance,
commitment to providing quality customer
service and winning trust through our
integrity whilst providing transparency are
our ethos. A strong moral compass is part
of our company’s DNA

We will hold the necessary licences, work
with and report to the various legislative
and regulatory bodies in the jurisdictions
and environments we operate in. This will
include licensed and regulated digital asset
trading and custodial services; plus, a
European Union E-MI license.
Because our digital asset custodial service
will operate from multi-jurisdictional
locations, it will provide protection against
hacking and sovereign debt crises (like the
problems in Greece, Iceland and Russia
where banks and accounts closed).

Why now?

The market is expanding
exponentially but there is
NO zero-carbon security
biased digital infrastructure

Deserves better security
• $4.5 Billion stolen or
scammed digital assets

2019 5,183 data breaches
for a total of 7.9 billion
exposed records

Digital asset world is
largely unregulated, no
legal framework, breeding
ground for scams, home to
criminals, money laundry
operations and in some
cases terrorism funding.

Market Size

Cloud worth

$ 330 billion

Cyber security
market worth

IaaS market
worth

By 2027

$ 258 billion,

$280 billion

Digital asset
remittance and
custodial service
worth $ 1 trillion

Sustainability
having HUGE
impact on
business

$ 12 trillion
industry by 2030

Cloud, IaaS,
Cyber Sec
growing IRO 1520% CAGR

40 countries in
or looking at
Digital Currency
– including
China, European
Union, United
Kingdom and
USA

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Exchange

Located

Rating

Security Rating
%

PlatinumDEX

EU

54*

Coinbase Pro

USA

Kraken

Daily Market
Cap

Regulated

E-MI Licence

Full spectrum Public cloud

99.999





$20m*



x

42

89

x



$57 m

x

USA

39

80

x

x

$61m

x

Bit Z

HKG

3

31

x

x

$336 m

x

OKEX

Malta

2

47

x

x

$392 m

x

Binance

Cayman
Islands

1

63

x

x

$566 mil

x







Huobi

SIN

7

46

x

x

$290 m

x

Gemini

USA

67

43

x

x

$10 m

x

• Exchanges have been chosen by significance. Binance, OKEX, Bit-Z and Huobi represent examples of the top of the exchange league as per Coinmarketcap.com
• Kraken, Coinbase and Gemini represent top US exchanges that may embrace full regulation
• All exchanges use public cloud servers
• All exchanges have very poor cyber security – anything below 99.999% is unacceptable
• No exchange, except PlatinumDEX, offer ‘full spectrum security’
*Projected after 12 months 0.5% of daily market trade excluding wash trading




COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
At present the biggest IaaS companies are
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Azure ($ 40.7 billion);
Amazon Web Services ($ 15.5 billion);
Google ($ 8.92 billion);
Alibaba ($ 3.6 billion) and
IBM ($ 577 million).

Equinix, Digital Realty, China Telecom, NTT Communications,
Telehouse/KDDI, Coresite and Verizon number amongst the
biggest data center operators.
The companies listed each contribute to an accumulative
carbon footprint greater than the total aviation industry.
Cyber security players are dominated by the US with McAfee
($ 170 Billion); Microsoft cyber security ($ 125.8 billion); IBM
($ 77.8 billion); CISCO ($ 49.33 billion); Palo Alto Networks ($
2.89 billion); Fortinet ($ 2.16 billion)

Product

Digital payment
service
Fast, inexpensive and
secure

Digital Asset
Custodial Service
protection against
hacking and
sovereign debt crises

Cloud services
secure, zero-carbon,
IaaS

Joint ventures in real
estate, insurance,
supply chain and
logistics

JV with Federal
customs authorities

Business Model

DApp – Per transaction
commission based fee
structure

Digital Asset Custodial
service – commission by
value and transaction

SaaS DLT (Corda;
WAVES;ERC721/1155):
IaaS volume based fees

Financial services;
Healthcare; Identity; Supply
chain
Transactional based fees

Financials

Raise in the region of € 25
Million up to the receipt of
Security Token Offering
(STO) funds.

Currently the company
needs € 4 Million seed
funding to deploy #1
DIGITAL FORTRESS up to
receipt of the STO funds.

Convertible note
from €100,000
9% per annum

An early stage investor can
gain residency in EU as our
company will be an
approved fintech start-up
with movement and living
rights throughout the
Schengen area.

FUTURE GROWTH
Growth opportunities in the market and how PlatinumDEX will take benefit of those

Our aim is to satisfy the global demand for data centres and
cloud computing, which is expanding exponentially and
projected to be worth over $ 330 billion by 2022. The demand
for highly secured, zero-carbon cloud computing will be even
greater. On its own, the cyber security sector is projected to be
worth over $280 billion by 2027.

TEAM

CEO – Alexander Rogan is a
highly skilled and respected
professional, with the ability to
work in dynamic environments,
prioritising and multi-tasking
effectively, with over 25 years’
experience in multiple industries.

Director on Enterprise
Architecture. A highly
accomplished Principal Executive
Advisor, he is specialist in fraud
and security risks associated
with enterprise security
architecture and emerging new
technologies.

CTO – Christian Rogan is an IT
security, governance and
compliance solutions architect
with over 20 years’ experience in
multiple industries. Head of
Public Sector at MessageLabs
and Presidents club winner, was
liaison to GCHQ, NATO, FBI,
OECD particularly on Forward
Threat

CIO - Carlos Solari is an
internationally known cyber and
information technology security
expert. He has held the most
sensitive roles as CIO for the U.S.
White House under 2 Presidents,
as well as in large multinational
corporations. Prior he was an
SES Director in the FBI.

CISO – Dino Irrera Certified
Information Security
Professional and Senior
Information Security and Risk
Management Advisor with over
25 years’ experience in global
industries.

Director Data Centers has vast
experience working for
government entities, managing
mission critical areas such as
MOD, MOI, Health Care, and
financial services. Managing
major operational activities in
global companies.

CBDO – Pavel Fedorov has over
17 years experience working for
major investment banks. He has
been a serial entrepreneur in
Fintech since 2013 and
blockchain since 2015. He holds
Masters degrees in Economics
and Engineering

Chief Architect Arsenii Pechenkin
has worked as a developer in
fintech & DeFi since 2014. He
has designed and built multiple
DLT and blockchain solutions for
banking, private corporations
and governments.

CCO - Debbie is a Global
Principle Consultant, with over
22 years’ experience in leading
GRC projects for Finance, Retail,
Utilities, Transport, Central
Government and Ministry of
Defence.

Marketing Director – Nick
Stubbe is an experienced star-up
entrepreneur and marketing
executive, he is the founder of
Lightspeed Torch, the start-up
marketing and business
development agency, working
with clients in over 12 countries
on 5 different continents.

PLATINUMDEX TIMELINE

